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ROYAL AIiXXAFT ESTABLISHM3NT 

The longitudinal response of an aircraft with auto-pilot, 
including an incidence term in the height control equation 

M. R. Watts and D. E. Fry 

This Techmcal Note gives the results of a theoreticalinvestiga- 
tioninto the 6ynmd.c stddlity of an x~rcraft under autcanatic height 
control. Inacmaraues in the barmetric height information duo to 
incidence changes are shown to be &stabilising. Either the short pericd 
or long periodmotion may lose damping depending on the sign of the static 
pressure error. 
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1 Intrcducti~ 

Aircraft height information is often obtained from a static 
pressure hesd or vent. If a static pressure signal is fed to an auto- 
pilot for the purnose of controlling heiijlt, errors in this signel are 
likely to result h poor height keeping. For instance an American auto- 
pilot firm has mentioned the oocurrence of a IO-15 seconds period pitching 
oscillation, which they say was due to a positive inoide-rice chsnge producing 
the equivalent of a decrease in height. 50 ft height error per degree 
incideme was enough to produce sn oscillatioa and after much flignt 
testing tne firm concluded that the signal error should not be allowed to 
exceed 25 f't per degree. 

Also the performance of a British bomber w!len flying under auto- 
matic height control was improved considerably by moving tne static vent. 
There is reason to assume that ths improvement was due to a red=tion in 
some spurious content of the static pressure signal. 

Some of the reasons for faulty static pessure are: (1) the actual 
position of tne static vent, (2) the position, sieo, number end condition 
of the orifices in the static head 1 f 
angle of incidence1,3#~ 

2, (5) the sxgle of sideslipl, (4) the 
This Note deals witn tne effect oi' changes of 

incxdence on the static -pressure, and hence on tne longitudinal stability 
of a height-controlled aorcreft. Anslogue computer reqmnses re-presenting 
pitch axl heignt errors are shown, demonstrating the er'i'ect of tnis 

. slxnxous heignt signal being fed LItto tile auto-pilot of a medium bomber. 
(see Table I). A positive cnsnge in incidence may change tne static 
pressure signsl in a sense equivalent to eitner a positive or negative 
height excursion, and both possibilities have been considered. 

Records sre shown for sn idealised auto-Rilot end slso for the more 
praotiosl caSe with p!lase advawe in the elevator chsnnel and lag on a 
pitch gyro platform. 

All responses are to a horizontal step gust. 
2 Control equations 

Tne equations are for a tv,ical modern auto-pilot 
tform). 

(Fore-and-aft 
pendulum and rate gyro on pitoh pl 

5 
The mesluny of symbols not 

defined oan be found in R S: 1; 1801 . 
l+NT1D 

D'I1 = -7 

e 
1 

I? = 
Prih + Ia) + -1+T2D' L (h + Ia) dt] (2) 

where 

D = d/dt 
x = pendulw signal = o - $ + D(u-ug)/g 

a P 
= auto-pilot pitch platform angle 

"e 
= a heair-on gust d.wturbanoe, u being the airorsft 

speed disturbsnce measured relative to the air 

N is a phase advance circuit parameter 
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T1 ’ T2 are netiorktime constants 

T, is the pendulum monitor time constant 

Th is the heigh: integrator time constant 

G e.td P are control gesrys. 

The height deviation h is related to 6 ad the incidenx a by the 
equation 

Dn = Ve(e-a) = Vee-vi, 
t 

whereV = true qxedinequilibrium, end sm2J.l deviations orilyare assumed. 

ke .I!dence effect 
+ a is the cotisminatedheightsignd, ard1 defues the strengthof 

. 

The control equations in their non-dimensional form are: 

‘ena e 1 
P = 

--. C 
I+T~D 

(6 + fa) d7 
I 

Sf;=e * -w = 8-a,(G=a) 

where; 

i =&, m 8 = 2.) 

T* % 

$ = PVe?, f + 
e 

x = e-e + 
P 

2 6 (G - Gg, . 
cL 

The aircraft non-dimensional equations are given inAp&endix I. 
. 

$ = C.6 (equivalent to lo of platform for 65 ft change in height) 
and G = 1.0 are normal settings of the height control and elevator gearings 
for this type of sircreft. 
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2.1 biagnitude of incideme sinki. 

The inmdeme ccntemmted hel@n? szgnsl is (h + In); 

Thus 1 degree of incidence is equivalent tc -& ft. . 
Since I = f Ve * 

f v, < 
1 degree of incidence E wnich, for the &craft 

57.5 
of Table I, becomes 39.15 f ft. It is convenient to refer to the qni- 
tude of the incidence effect by quctia this figure cf"39.15 f ft psr 
degree. " 

3 Discussion of snslc~ue ccmputer results 

Iiespoilses in pitch and neiyht to a sustained hcrizontsl gust ere 
shcwn fcr both positive and negative lmidence effect as defined in 3.1 
kna 3.2. The overall height gearing ncrmslly used in sn aircraft of this 

' type is one degree of pitoh (cr pitch gyro platform) far 65 ft hezght 
cnmge and records are shown for this and twc ctner gearings, one weaker 
end one stronger. The time constant ci "& heignt integrd. term is 
L5 seconds throughout. The phase advaze network in the elevator cha=l 
of the auto-pilot, and scme phase lag on tile pitch platform, hsve been 
included for some of the cases in an attempt to slmul.ate the pra&icsl autc- 
pilot mere closely. 

The response of the uzzcntrclled aircraft is shown inFig.l(a), and 
in Fig.l(b) is the response with the autc-pilot without logs and 
assuming a perfect ilsight sign& Tne norm& pitcning motion of the 
aircraft is a combination of two oscillator modes, one very heavily 
damped and having a shcrt period (9 seconds , Y and tne ctner poorly damsed 
having a relatively long perlcd (90 seconds). The latter cscillatrcn is 
apparent in Fig.l(a). 

3.1 'Positive" incidence effect 

For t!le purpose of this Note, if the nature of tne error in the 
static h?ressure is suck that a positive chwe in incdence results in 
a decrease in pressure (i.e. sn apparent increase in hezght), this is 
defined as a "positive" effect. 

F&.2(a) sncws t&t as the incidence error increases (positively) 
the dsmping of the long period motion is decreased ad the lnitisl 
responses in pitch ad height are increased. Figs.2!b) srd 2(c) shcw 
the ssme effect for differenthelght gearings. Xcderate emcunta of lag m&e 
little difference to the stability @igs.3(a) srd 3(b)), ad Fig.4 
shows how the dsmping is reduced by the integal terms i.e. inte@;rel of 
hei@ and tne pitch pen&&m. 

3.2 "Negative" incidence effect. 

As stated in psra.1 a pcsztive change in incidence msy in some 
circumstances result in an increase in static pressure or an apparent 
decrease in height. This we have called a "negative" effect, 

Appendix II shows that tne negative effect is equivalent to reduci~lg 
tne derivative q{ or the stiffness of the shcrt period motion. Damping 
indices and period of oscillation for the controlled aircraft are plotted 

against varying WC= -y) ' in Fil;s.lO and 11 and the stability quartic 

is seen to factorise into a ccmplex pair and two real roots. The value 
of the smsller root depends on the rat10 of the last two coefficients of 
the stability qusrtic which for a s&de pitcn control is approximately 
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-& .su + 6 Ge P, 

6 Ge Nl 
(see Apperuiix II) 

This is very w~J.1 and chanps very little for all values of W. The 
freqwmy of the oscillation decreases ae w is reduced, tile value of the 
other reel root imreases and since the total demping remains constant 
there is therefore a reduction in the &IQ- of the oscillation. 

The analogue computer results snow res?olues for tnree height control 
gearings vath varying incidenoe error (iQ.s,5(a)(b) and (c)). As the s 
period of the oscillation int.le controlled case is only t,lree seconds, 
auto-pilot lag has a greater effect and it appears to be advantageous to 
have a certain amount of it in the control as msy be seen by comparing 
Fig.5(a) wit&l i"igs.b(a)(b) and (c). 

4 Roots of the stability equation 

The roots of the 7th ordei- stability equation have been calculated 
for a height signal strength of 1 degree equivalent pitch cnange for 65 ft 
en2 an zncldenoe strength I varying between -80 ft per degree a.ld +4CXI f’t 
per degree. Figs.8 and 9 show tile results in terms of damping indices and 
oscillation periods. (If a mode of motion nas a dsmping Index k, the 
amplitude of tile mode is ?jroportionsl to ex$(-kt)). Vita positive 
inciderme effe& the sihort period motion rer&ns heavily damped an3 tne 
frequency increases sli&tly (F&8), 
danping (Fig. 9). 

while tile long izeriod slowly loses 
Vith negative e-cfect, the .wortAperiod motion rapSLy 

loses damping, becoming unstable at approximately I = -1.5 (-60 f’t per 
degree). The loi% period dem?in4, is praoticelly unaffected but the 
period lengthens. 

5 Conclusions 

In a controlled aircraft. the e.?fect of an incidence-contaminated 
height si&nsl is detrimental to the stability irrespective of the sip of 
the error. 

If a positive incidence chge results i&l a positive height error 
signal the main effect is on the 101% period motion, tilereas if a positive 
incidence change causes a negative hex& error signal tile snort period 
motion is affected. The posltlve incidence effect does not seem to lx 
ser'lous in that a strength of several hundreds of feet per degree incu?ienoe 
is required before the long period damping becomes very low. 

The negative incidence effect on Lie other 1ti oen make the short 
period oscillation unstable nnen the error strength is of the arder of 
60 ft per degree. Tile crftical negative ixdence strength till vary with 
the aircraft aerodynamics and else wit11 auto-pilot teerinl;s. An approxi- 
mate formula quoted inAppend3x II i&oates t.lat the negative incidence 
effect becomes less wilen the aircraft has a large menoeuwe mar&in end when 
the auto-pilot 0 geariry is larce. Since tne inc:ldenoe signel originates 
as a ocmponent of the "height signal", an ma-ease m t,,e hell;;lt gearing 
till sn@i.fy the destabilising influence, 

The evidenoe of the izractical oases mentioned in the introduction 
su~ores the corclusioLz3 dravm from the tneoretical worL The sriod quoted 
by the American firm is loser then t,lat obtained in tlus investi&ation, but 
nothing is known of the chsractwistics of l&e aeroplane, or of the flight 
conditions of tnelr tests. Pi.~.lO illustrates hiat wit4 certain values of 
pitch gearing ILL tne aircraft cierivative m, tne period of tile oscillation 
mey be increased'to 12 seconds. 
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"e 

horizontal gust disturbance. 
* non-dimmmonal form of u ; u = 3. 

a E ve 

u 

G 

'e 
w 

6 

x 

speed error along x-axis (relative to gust). 

non-dinlensional form of u; ;l=-u 
V' 

farward *peed of aircraft zn eqtillbrlum. 

speed error .d.odg z-ens. 

non-d.imensiomJ. form of Wj * w = w v 
quantity measured by pitch pendulum. 
x = "-$> + D(u-ug)/'g = o -$ + 2 5 (;-g)/c, 
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Aircraft non-dmensioml equations 

The aircraft and control equations in their non-dimensional f'orm 
are:- 

cL 
= xu ; + x7, G - T e 

fj2e = - KG - xfs.; - ow * -vae -6q 

57) = - I? $ + E. cL * \ 
-TX 1 

‘1 = - ,.$$+f;)+Q (h+fG)aT -- 
1 +T~D L i 

- II - 
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Coefflclents of stability equation 

The stability equztzon for the wontrolled aarcraft is 
4 a4 h + a 

3 
X3 + a2 X2 + a, A + a0 = 0 

where 
a& = I 

With the basic control equation, 

-q = Ge6+b&+i d a% 

i.e. elevator proportional to angle of pitch, hex&slc error and integral 
height error, the additional terms to Ia? above coefficients are: 

all. O 

“3 O 

“2 SGo 

9 6 Ge 5 

a 0 6 GB pl 

Q-1 

a-2 
where j 

+ “^Q, 

+ “$, (P,-R,) 
A 

+ 6G;C, 

+ 6 ?G~ (P,-R,) 

c, = - T.{ 

N = 1 -(xu + “J 

P, = ( xu z,v - XT1 ZL, ) 

R, = -2p 

This is the normal long period control law rrztn height lock. Since 
there is no ad&.tion to coefficient a3, the sum damping of the system is 
unaltered, but merely redlstabuted. Tne GO Leering nas the effect Of 
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increasing the short period fkequewy, ski decreasing the phugoid, while 
damping is trsnsferred from the short period motion to tns long. 

The effect of inczdeme on the static pressure can be relzresented. 
in the 
(a= $1. 

elevator control equation by sn equivalent inoidence or *term 

i.e q = Ge f3 +i?,l $I+ f;) t % (jkd, +i:j"d+ 

This gives the following additional terms to the coeff'ioients; 

"4 O 

$3 O 

a2 b Gll f 

&I "chfQ, +6$$ 

a 
0 

6kh?R ., +6&$Q, 

a-1 + b &,fR, 
where Q, = -xu. 

For the aircraft of' Table I the coeflicients of' the stsbilzty 
equation have the following vslues:- 

a4 1.0 

2 10.23 

a2 31.228 t 165.6 Ge+ 165.6 &‘I f 

"I 
0.873 + 427.25 Ge + 3.312 ell f t 165.6 6$ 

a 0 
1.226 + 9.141 Go + 423.936 E,l + 7.982 z;, f t 3.312 I+$? 

a-, 1.159 zh + 423.936 zrt 7.982 &,if 

ae2 I.159 6~ 

For GO = 1.0, th = 0.6, C? = 0.0252 the relative contributions to 
eaoh of the coefflclents are 1 xcated in the following Table. YiE 

3 10.23 i 

a2 31.228 165.6 

a1 0.873 1427.25 

a 1.226 0 ! 9.14 254.j6.2 

a-1 
k2 

Ion 1 Basic i Go 
From 4Aircraft Term 

& / & 
Term 

al 1.0 TY 

10.683 

0.029 

99.36 f 

1.y87f 4.q73 i 
4.7372 0,083 f 

I 
0.201 f 
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The last two coeffloients a-,, aw2 are very smell comjjsred with the 
rest. Thus it appears reasonable to drop these terms, reducing the 
stability sextio to a qusrtic. T!tis 1s equivalent to extrsctiilg two small 

real roots approximately equal to 
a-2 a-l -ad-. 
a-l a0 

Taldng the -n contri- 

butions to ao, a-,,~ the two roots beoome (for ? = 1): 

__ rr 6 k (p,-R, ) a, p, - RI = 
a-1 

-2, = 0.00273 
6 Q, w 

a-l, 6qcyj k- I 
A =---;- 

a 
0 ' Gh '1 % Th 

Th = heiyt integrator 
time constant > 

The real root 
P,-R, _ 

-& 
will be a subsidence if P, - R, z 0. 

Both roots are effectively independent of ? for the range of values 
considered. In the remaining quartic the only large contribution from 
the iilcidenoe effect is to coefficient a2; the quartic mow becoming 

a4 1.0 

"3 10.23 

52 196.826 + 99.36 f 

"I 428.143 

a 
0 264.728 

The msin effect of chen~es in a2 till be in the frequelloies of the 
oscillating modes. (cf GO geeri~). If I is posLtive tne coefficient a2 
mill increase and the effect on tile long period motion will be cmapsratively 
grdU6.l. With negative values of I the coefficient a2 will diminish 
rapidly sad eventually become negative. 
of the "negative" 

Thuswithonly smellmagnitudes 
effect tnere is en instability in one of the modes. In 

this case, the short period motion ra$dly beccrmes unstable and increases 
in period. Thus with "negative effect" the stability change is rapid, 
while with "positive effect e the change is comparatively slow. 
Routh's Discrtinant for tze qusrtio, for positive stability, 

Using 

a, a2 2 - a0 aJ - $ > 0 
or 

al +u 
.a2 '"3 a, 

In terms of aeroplane and auto-pilot parameters the above expression 
becomes approki?&tely equal to; 

.YLz-.t,t $ 
4 

&j - " 
6 G&J +x) 

Ge (Nl+y+x) + -(I“1 + v +x ) + 6 Gh f > 0 I 

i.e. for arrcrsft of Table I, 
w.6y + 99.56 f a o. 
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Thus for positive vslues of I, both modes of the qurtic are slways stable, 
but with negative I, one mode will become unstable when 

143.651 + 99.36 f = 0, 

i.e ? = -1.496. 

Thus the negative effect is the more serious, smce with posltlve I, one 
of the modes may lose damping gradually, but till never become unstable, 
while with negatzve I the short period motion rapidly becomes unstable. 

- 15 - 



TAELEI 

Aerodynadc and auto-pilot data 

Height. 

&kmh nwnber 

weight l-i 

m 

Aspect Ratio 

40,000 ft 

0.75 

40,620 lb 

4-U 

4.26 

69 

0.1 

-0.02 

0.0-l 1 

0.00123 

-0.0282 

-0.Oa457 

-0.45 

-0.24 

1.0 

11.5 se0 

960 sq ft 

32 ft 

214 kts 

726 ft/sec 

0.274 

3.09 

2243.3 

-0.365 

-2.56 

-0. Q-9 

19.5 

3.15 

4.5 

165.6 

3.0 , 

45 se.0 

- Ii, - 
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HEIGHT RESPONSE (-kJ PITCH RESPONSE (e) 

FIG. I (a). UNCONTROLLED AIRCRAFT. 

TIME SCALE : Icm 361.8SECS 

HEIGHT GEARING, ONE DEGREE OF PllCH PLATFORM FOR 65 FT 

HEIGHT INTEGRATOR TIME CONSTANT = 45 SEC5 

FIG.l(b). AIRCRAFT WITH AUTOPILOT - NO PLATFORM LAG 
OR INCIDENCE EFFECT. 



HEIGHT RESPONSE (-k) PITCH RESPONSE (0) 

(2 Z,DEG) 

TIME SCALE : I cm = 61.8 SECONDS 

HEIGHT GEARING, ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLRTFORM FOR 65FT 

HEIGHT lNTEGRATOR TIME CONSTANT = 45 SECS 

i 

FIG.2 (a). POSITIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT 
- NO PLATFORM LAG. 



HEIGHT RESPONSE(k) 

b- 
?i’Ic SCALE 

PITCH RESPONSE (3) 

I 
&;m, .G 2 

:: 

I cm = 61.8 SECONDS 

DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 98FT 

HM’6-H ft@%‘iTOR TIME CONSTANT = 45 SECS. 

FG2(b). POSITIVE IN-CIDENCE EFFECT 
-NO PLATFORM LAG. 



HEIGHT RESPONSE (-A) PITCH RESPONSE (0) 

Df::iDEGJ,*/ 

% 

TIME SCALE I cm = 61.8 SECONDS I 

HEIGHT GEARING, ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 39FT. 

HEIGHT INTEGRATOR TIME CONSTANT = 45 SEC3 

FIG. 2 (c). POSITIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT 
-NO PLATFORM LAG. 



HEIGHT RESPONSE (-A) PITCH RESPONSE (0) 

+i,i%@#iii ItXkEGRATOR TIME CONSTANT, 45 SEC5 

FIG. 3 (a). P6SITIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT- 
PLATFORM LAG (T2 = 0.309 SECONDS) 

PHASE ADVANCE ON ELEVATOR. 



HElG,HT RESPONSE (-A) 

?=I 
7 (39 FT/D@ 

f=2 
‘7 (78 FT/DE@ 

PITCH RESPONSE (e) 

TIME SCALE : I CM. - 61.8 SECONDS 

HEIGHT GEARING .ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 65 FT. 

HEIGHT INTEqRATOR TIME CONSTANT, 45 SECS. 

I 

. 

. 

FIG.3tbh POSITIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT - 
PLATFORM LAG (T2 = 0*927 SECONDS) 

PHASE ADVANCE ON ELEVATOR. 



I 
HEIGHT RESPONSE (-A> 

f=l 
(39 FT/DEq) 

b2 
(7 8 FT/DEq) 

f--5 
(195 FT/DEq) 

PITCH RESPONSE (0) 

. 

TIME SCALE : I CM. - 61.8 SECONDS 

. HEIGHT GEARING, ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 65 FT. 

HEIGHT INTEGRATOR TIME CONSTANT, 45 SECS. 

FIG.3(c). POSITIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT - 
PLATFORM LAG (Tt = 3.09 SECONDS) 

PHASE ADVANCE ON ELEVATOR. 



HEI tjHt RESPONSE (-4) PITCH RESPONSE (0) 

WITH HEIGHT 
INTEGRAL n 

WITHOUT 
HEIGHT 
INTEGRAL 

TIME SCALE : I CM. = 61.8 SECONDS 

HEIGHT qEARIN4,ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 65 FT. 

STRENGTH OF INCIDENCE ERROR TERM, 390 FT/DEt$ 

FIG4(a). POSITIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT 
WITHOUT HEIGHT INTEGRAL AND PITCH 

PENDULUM. 



HEIGHT RESPONSE(-A) 

WITH HEIGHT 

INTEGRAL 

- PI% 

PENDULUM 

WITHOUT 
m PITCH 

PENDULUM 

PITCH RESPONSE(B) 

n 

ll$E- SCALE : I cm = 61-S SECONDS 
-F 

HEIGH?$f&k$~iNG , ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 65FT + 
S~+E@$$&$?NClDENCE ERROR TERM, 39 FT/DEG 

. 

FIG. 4(b). POSITIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT WITHOUT 
HEIGHT INTEGRAL AND PITCH PENDULUM, 



1 HEIGHT RESPONSE (-%) PITCH RESPONSE (0) A 

;=-I 43 
-s 

t 
(-55 7 FT/Dffi) 

(-65 FT/D&) 

TIME SCALE : I cm = 6.18 SEC5 

HEIGHT GEARING, ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 65FT 

HEIGHT INTEGRATOR TIME CONSTANT = 45 SEC5 

FIG.5 (a). NEGATIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT 
- NO PLATFORM LAG. 
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HEIGHT RESPONSE (- A) PITCH RESPONSE (0) 

?=-I 67 

(-65 FT/DE,) 7 

L-Z 
(-78 FT/DE,) ~7 

i. =-ES 

(-37.5 FT/D 

TIME SCALE: I cm = 6.18 SECS 

HEIGHT G~ARI~NG~, ~$tjF DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 98 FT 
;j,! 

-+.- 
HEIGHT INT.E@f@@ft TIME CONSTANT = 45 SECS 

FIG. 5 (b). NEGATIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT 
- NO PLATFORM LAG 
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HEIGHT RESPONSE (-it) 

? z-o.715 

(-27 9FT/DEG) 

A 

= -0.834 
(-‘,,., FT /DEG) 

; t -0.91 

(-35 5 FT/DEG) 

A \ 

PITCH RESPONSE (Q) 

L 

?--------, 

9 

TIME SCALE : I cm = 6.18 SECS 

HEIGHT GEARING, ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 39FT. 
c 

HEIGHT INTEGRATOR TIME CONSTANT = 45 SEC5 

FIG. 5 (cl. NEGATIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT 
-NO PLATFORM LAG. 



HEIGHT RESPONSE (-A) PITCH RESPONSE (0) 

i = -1.43 
(-55.7 FT/DE@ ‘\ 

I” n-l.67 
(- 69 FT/W) 

f=-2 

- (-78 FT/DEq) 

HEIGHT INTE”4~;i~~m TIME CONSTANT, 45 SrmC% 
F, G* 6 (& +Ng%gff-i,“E ,~,~,.DLgN&2&~~CT - 

PLATFORM LAG (T, = Oe309 SECONDS) 
PHASE ADVANCE ON ELEVATOR, 



HEIGHT RESPONSE (%) PITCH RESPONSE (a> 

I” z-2 

(- 76 FT/DEQ 
.-; 

TIME SCALE : I CM. - 6.16 SECONDS 

HEIGHT GEARINq, ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 66 FT. 

HEIGHT INfEqRATOR TIME CONSTANT, 45 SECS. 

FlG.6cb). NEGATIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT - 
PLATFORM LAG (T, = 0.927 SECONDS) 

PHASE ADVANCE ON ELEVATOR. 





HEIGHT RESPONSE (-%.I PITCH RESPONSE(B) 

A WITH HEIGHT 
INTEGRAL 

PE = 
I 

‘ 
PENDULUM 

3 I- c 
IL 
0 

WITHOUT 
PITCH 

PENDULUM 

TIME SCALE : Icm = 6.18 SECONDS 

HEIGHT GEARING, ONE DEGREE OF PITCH PLATFORM FOR 65 FT . 

STRENGTH OF INCIDENCE ERROR TERM -55 7 FT/DEG 

FIG.1 NEGATIVE INCIDENCE EFFECT WITHOUT 
HEIGHT INTEGRAL AND PITCH PENDULUM. 
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FIGlO. EFFECT OF UJ ON STABILITY OF 
AIRCRAFT WITH PITCH CONTROL (q =0-I e). 
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